
Access Statement for The Kings Arms Inn, Wing, Rutland

Introduction 

The Kings Arms is a 400 year old Grade II listed Coaching Inn situated in the village of Wing, Rutland. 

There is a bar, 2 AA Rosette restaurant, and 8 letting bedrooms graded 4* by the AA. Ground floor rooms 

and a wheelchair accessible room is available. Free car parking is available for cars, motorhomes and 

other vehicles in our large car park; there are no barriers in the car park, there is open access. The car 

park is fully lit at night. 

Pre-Arrival Telephone: 01572 737634 

Email: info@thekingsarms-wing.co.uk  

Website: www.thekingsarms-wing.co.uk 

The Inn is located in the centre of the village of Wing. Rutland Water is approximately 2 miles away or 30 

minutes walk away. Taxis can be pre-booked, please ask at the bar for details.  If you need to view rooms 

to check suitability prior to booking then you are welcome to do so. 

Arrival & Car Parking Facilities

There is a large, tarmacked car parking area suitable for wheelchair users and those with mobility 

difficulties. Rear access is available to the vehicles. The car park is 815 metres square. There are a few 

steps walk from the car park to the entrance to the Inn and the ground is generally level but on a slope.  

Assistance can be provided with moving luggage from/to vehicles if required. 

Main Entrance  

There is one main entrance into the Inn which is level and wheelchair accessible and has a width of 32”. 

Assistance can be provided if necessary when entering the pub Seating is located immediately after the 

entrance. Pen and paper is available if required. The entrance door is side-hung. The entrance is well lit 

and with contrasting surrounds to doorway. The floor immediately inside the entrance is level and there 

is a large brown doormat. This leads onto a stripped wood and flagstone floor. Guests can check in up to 

3pm and after 6.30pm when Reception area is manned. Outside of these times a self check in process 

applies. There is a door bell and the proprietors mobile telephone number at the entrance. Additional 

keys for rooms can be provided on request.



Public Areas - Bar, Snug 

The public areas are spread over 3 levels, however the bar and entrance are on the same level. There is a 

mix of 3 floor surfaces in the bar and restaurant; carpet, flagstone, stripped wood. Within the Inn, there is 

plenty of natural light and artificial lighting is a mixture of spot lights, wall lights and ceiling lights and soft 

lighting over tables. The interior is wheelchair accessible. Seating is available in all public areas. Some 

seating is fixed (wall benches) and other seating is in the form of dining tables and soft chairs in the snug 

area. There is a family dining room across the drive from the main Inn. There is a small step up to this room. 

It is equipped with books and toys for children and has its own toilet facilities up a small number of stairs. 

The ladies toilet in the family dining room is equipped with baby-changing facilities. All public areas are 

equipped with emergency exit lighting. There is a grab rail linking the bar area with the main restaurant to 

the left of the Inn. The Inn has wheelchair access through much of the bar area and there are tables which 

can accommodate a wheelchair underneath them. 

Public WCs 

There are two steps down to where the toilets are situated towards the right of the bar and there is a 6 inch 

step up to the toilet itself. The width of the corridor to reach the toilet is 30.5”. The male/female toilets are 

not wheelchair accessible. 

Public Areas - Restaurant 

The restaurant is non-smoking throughout. There is a mixture of lighting, including natural, spotlights, wall 

lights and ceiling lights. There is a mixture of flooring types from flagstone in bar area, carpet in snug and 

main restaurant and stripped wood in entrance and part of restaurant. The tables are mostly moveable. 

Some seats are fixed (bench seats) and some are moveable. None have arms. Some tables have a central 

support column suitable for wheelchair users and others do not. The restaurant caters for those with 

allergies and specific dietary requirements. There is waitress service in the restaurant and bar. Table 

service is standard. There are 3 steps plus 2 handrails from the bar area up to the restaurant area. 

Bedrooms & Sleeping Areas 

There is one wheelchair accessible room which is situated on the ground floor. The width of the entrance 

doorway is 31.5”. There is a small ledge situated at the entrance door, covered by a doormat which a wheel-

chair would be able to travel over. 

After entering the room the bedroom is the first the first part of the room you see. There is a 1m minimum 

space around each side of the double bed. There is an open sitting area which is fully accessible for wheel-

chairs. The other bedrooms at the Inn have steps of different sizes at the entrance varying from 1 - 9 inches. 

Of the 8 letting rooms, there are 3 rooms situated upstairs. There are 14 stairs up to these bedrooms and a 

banister on one side. Smoke alarms are in every room and are serviced every 6 months and fully automated. 

All bedrooms are carpeted. 



Phone

01572 737634
Email

info@thekingsarms-wings.co.uk
Address

13 Top Street, Wing, LE15 8SE
Website

thekingsarms-wing.co.uk

There is an internal telephone line for contacting other rooms and Reception. There is no outside 

telephone line facility. Bedrooms are equipped with T.V and subtitles.

Bathroom, Shower-room & WC [Ensuite or Shared]  

To the left of the main bedroom in the disabled access room, the bathroom is situated. The bathroom door 

is 29" wide and can accommodate a wheelchair. There are no grab rails inside the bathroom. There are 

separate hot and cold taps in both bath and  sink. Other bathrooms may have smaller doorways but similar 

facilities. All bathrooms are tiled.   

Additional Information 

The Kings Arms is a no smoking establishment. There are 2 emergency exits. Umbrellas are available for 

guests to use. The Kings Arms is a member of the MUZAK-Free. Therefore no music will be played inside 

the Inn. Mobile telephone reception is available in most rooms (excluding 1- 4). A public telephone is 

available in the village of Wing. If you require assistance during your stay please do not hesitate to ask 

staff for help. 

Address: The Kings Arms, 13 Top Street, Wing, Rutland. LE15 8SE 

Telephone: 01572 737634 

Future Plans  

The Kings Arms is committed to developing its services and facilities to suit the needs of our customers. If 

there is something you think we can improve or add, please let us know. 

Contact Telephone and Email Address 

We welcome your feedback to help us continually improve if you have any comments please phone 

01572737634 or email info@thekingsarms-wing.co.uk 


